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Introduction
Hunting for Pussy is not quite about taking a pussy safari, but rather a reality porn adventure that
features European amateurs that get seduced, picked up, and finally fucked by a rather ballsy guy.

Adult Review
When it's time to search out pussy, there's no one better than Markus, the pussy hunter. He wanders throughout Europe, and
there's nothing quite like watching him let woman after woman ride on his dick. 
  
  Hunting for Pussy has 38 episodes with weekly updates, showing off the latest ladies to come by for a tumble in the hay.
Each episode comes with a 20 + minute video and a 100 picture photo shoot. The episodes aren't shown on their own pages,
instead you just hit the appropriate button to get to what you want. That might be a problem as the site grows bigger, but for
now it's no issue.
  
  The videos are offered in a streaming Flash format that pops up lightbox style, and allows you to choose between two
different bitrates. There's 700 kbps if you're on a slower connection, and 1.5 mbps if you're on the faster. Once you choose
between them you're treated to a fast loading 720x480 Flash window that is very good streaming quality. They load fast and
while the site does not allow downloading the movies to be watched from your hard drive, that also means you won't have to
hide any files afterward since it's all streaming porn hardcore in your browser.
  
  The photo sets are well taken care of as well, with two very good qualities to choose between. The first you get is 600x900,
which is pretty standard across many porn sites, but the second is what takes the cake at 1000x1500. It's great quality photo
work, and you can enjoy it with a slideshow that has multiple speeds. 
  
  Hunting for Pussy might not have any of those quirky reality porn concept twists that so many are known for, but what it
does have is frequent updates, a good sized collection, and a great variety of women that enjoy making their way onto
Markus' dick. 

Porn Summary
Hunting for Pussy is your typical hardcore reality porn site, and while it doesn't have any twists and turns, it does offer a good
and entertaining experience with plenty of sexy Euro amateurs.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Euro Hardcore With A Twist'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 89 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 82    Taste: 85        Final: 85
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